VOGUE EYEWEAR FASHION STORY #3 TEXTURE COLLECTION
NEW PERSPECTIVES ON STYLE - TRAVELLING AROUND THE WORLD

Representing the multi-cultural beauty of women across the globe, Vogue Eyewear launches the Fashion Story #3
Collection dedicated to and inspired by its three new Muses, the Indian actress Deepika Padukone, the Brazilian
model Adriana Lima, and the Chinese actress Liu Shishi. This collection translates local and global fashions into
a unique visual language that communicates the essence of Vogue Eyewear: aspirational, contemporary glamour
defined by dynamic women who wear it and take pride in their style! Indeed this Fashion Story #3 is inspired by the
culture of each Muse that comes to life through three distinct internal patterns. The filigree of the lustrous aqua
green of Indian Jade decorate the three styles inspired by Deepika Padukone, the exotic and tropical blooms define
the three styles autographed by Adriana Lima and delicate blossoms inspire the styles dedicated to Liu Shishi .
The glamourous and world-renowned Indian celebrity Deepika Padukone, has inspired three key styles from the
collection. Deepika’s mesmerizing persona represents the multifaceted character of Vogue Eyewear women – as
both an epitome of timeless beauty and a self-aware woman with a proud sense of individual style.
Drawing inspiration from the rich cultural fabric and natural beauty of her native India, the Fashion Story #3 Texture
Collection explores exquisite textures and colors of Indian art, transforming symbolic Indian patterns into sublime
elements of universal eyewear design. The collection reinterprets intricate filigree, which evokes a sense of joy,
freedom and energy and the distinctive green of Indian Jade representing optimism, zest for life and enhanced
creativity through innovative high quality finishes, harmonious lines and modern shapes.
From timeless elegance to playful, fashionable looks, this intriguing capsule collection reveals how Vogue Eyewear
constantly expands its expressive repertoire to frame the multifaceted gaze of cosmopolitan women who love to
play with the latest trends. This is the global soul of contemporary fashion – from India, with love.

TWO NEW FASHIONABLE STYLES INSPIRED BY THE EXOTIC AESTHETIC
CULTURE OF INDIA, AND ONE BESTSELLER MODEL THAT CONNECTS THE
WHOLE WORLD.
VO 2991S
Inspired by the sensual beauty of Deepika Padukone, this flattering shape
combines glamorous volumes with fine, symbolic patterns and high
quality finishes for modern women who love to play with complementary
dualities. The light nylon fiber frame flaunts bold monotone frontals and
geometric temples enhanced with the intricate filigree pattern, as well as
«VOGUE EYEWEAR INSPIRED BY DEEPIKA PADUKONE» on the inside of
the right temple. A 5-color palette offers two classic monotone SKU’s in
black or havana and 3 trendy seasonal tones, including red, blue and the
lustrous aqua green, which are combined with pink, lilac and dark violet
motifs for a superlative, high resolution finish.

VO 3981
Refined forms, complementary contrasts and intriguing patterns
characterize this fine style for smart, fashion-conscious women. Inspired
by the multi-faceted character of the actress, Deepika Padukone, this
modern metal optical shape features sophisticated matt and brushed
metal frontals paired with sleek geometric temples in lightweight nylon
fiber for all-day style. Two classic color ways, including all black and a
pale gold/havana combination frame, offer versatile style, while three
seasonal tones – including the distinctive aqua green–, are enhanced
with an exclusive filigree design and the capsule collection «VOGUE
EYEWEAR INSPIRED BY DEEPIKA PADUKONE» on the inside of the
right temple, to provide up-to-date alternatives for women who love
to play with color. For Vogue Eyewear style that evokes the beauty of
contemporary vision with a global soul.

VO 2795S
In line with the multi-cultural origins of the beautiful Muses represented
in the 2015 Vogue Eyewear campaign, a strong emphasis on the unique,
trendy shape of truly global style evolves this phantos sun shape into
an ambassador of cosmopolitan glamour. Soft, feminine profiles and
slender tapered temples feature intriguing night blue color enhanced
with Indian-inspired print inside and the capsule collection «VOGUE
EYEWEAR INSPIRED BY DEEPIKA PADUKONE» on the inside of the
right temple. This translates the playful core of Vogue Eyewear style into
a look that is as fresh and unforgettable as the beauty of contemporary
women, wherever they may be in the world. The lightweight nylon
fiber frame offers a comfortable, superlative finish, while high quality
gradient lenses in alluring complementary shades guarantee a total look
for uncompromisingly stylish, protected vision. Available in Asian Fit.

Information on Vogue Eyewear:
w w w.vogue-eyewear.com
Luxot tica Group S.p.A.
Luxottica Group is a leader in premium, luxury and sports eyewear with over 7,000 optical and sun retail stores in North America, Asia-Pacific, China,
South Africa, Latin America and Europe, and a strong, well-balanced brand portfolio. House brands include Ray-Ban, the world’s most famous sun
eyewear brand, Oakley, Vogue Eyewear, Persol, Oliver Peoples, Alain Mikli and Arnette, while licensed brands include Giorgio Armani, Bulgari, Burberry,
Chanel, Coach, Dolce & Gabbana, DKNY, Polo Ralph Lauren, Prada, Michael Kors, Starck Eyes, Tiffany and Versace. In addition to a global wholesale
network involving 130 different countries, the Group manages leading retail chains in major markets, including LensCrafters, Pearle Vision and ILORI
in North America, OPSM and Laubman & Pank in Asia-Pacific, LensCrafters in China, GMO in Latin America and Sunglass Hut worldwide. The Group’s
products are designed and manufactured at its six manufacturing plants in Italy, two wholly owned plants in the People’s Republic of China, one plant in
Brazil and one plant in the United States devoted to the production of sports eyewear. In 2014, Luxottica Group posted net sales of over Euro 7.6 billion.
Additional information on the Group is available at www.luxottica.com.
Safe Harbor Statement
Certain statements in this press release may constitute “forward looking statements” as defined in the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995.
Such statements involve risks, uncertainties and other factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those which are anticipated.
Such risks and uncertainties include, but are not limited to, the ability to manage the effects of the current uncertain international economic outlook, the
ability to successfully acquire and integrate new businesses, the ability to predict future economic conditions and changes to consumer preferences,
the ability to successfully introduce and market new products, the ability to maintain an efficient distribution system, the ability to achieve and manage
growth, the ability to negotiate and maintain favourable license agreements, the availability of correction alternatives to prescription eyeglasses,
fluctuations in exchange rates, changes in local conditions, the ability to protect intellectual property, the ability to maintain relations with those
hosting our stores, computer system problems, inventory-related risks, credit and insurance risks, changes to tax regimes as well as other political,
economic and technological factors and other risks and uncertainties referred to in Luxottica Group’s filings with the U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission. These forward looking statements are made as of the date hereof and Luxottica Group does not assume any obligation to update them.

